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Ipra continue to make savings for our members
in these challenging times - see inside
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08.	Drive offs - not just an Irish problem
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reduce your Insurance Liability Claims

14.	Revolution at Roadside in Ballyvolane
16. ‘Concrete’ Evidence of a Better Solution for Tank and
	Void Space Filling’

WHERE: Citywest Exhibition Centre, Saggart, Co. Dublin
WHEN: 10am to 5pm on Thursday 14th March 2019
WHY:
A one day show, free of charge, explicitly for the modern petrol retailer (owner and
management) seeking advice, ideas and new services and products for their busy
retail site.
HOW: It’s FREE, all you have to do is register, please send your name to office@ipra.ie
for pre-registration.

18.	Has dieselgate put Irish motorists off diesel?
20.	Freshford, Co. Kilkenny have a newly constructed
Inver Forecourt
22.	is there still a role for the large trade show 		
gathering asks IPRA?
27.

There will be trouble ahead!

28.	Unauthorised car wash – update

As the Irish economy moves forward again we see opportunities and threats on the horizon. The
announcement by Government proposing that no non-zero emission vehicles will be sold in Ireland
after 2030 poses a threat and yet an opportunity for forecourts to provide rapid charging facilities and
associated food/grocery and ancillary services.
A recent increase of the biofuels obligation will impose a further cost to retailers in an already
competitive sector. To survive and thrive, diversification is the name of the game. A move to increase
the grocery/food and ancillary options are key strategies being employed by retailers today and our
show will offer a chance for you to meet and greet exhibitors offering everything the modern station
requires. From air provision to insurance, new food ideas to car washing and fuel measurement to
rates advice...it’s all available under one roof.

30.

Changes you can make to eat Healthy

33.

Card Fox- Can You Afford Not To Check The 			
Competitiveness of Your Payment Solution?

34.	A Safety Culture SeaChange in H2 Group
36.	Jonesco - practical, stylish and weather resistant
fire safety products

KEY ATTRACTIONS
• Fast charge provider to give advice and guidance on LEV’s.
• Franchise expert and opportunities for your site.
• Retailer insurance package with significant savings for Members.
• Major Oil Companies participating - an ideal opportunity to discuss future contracts.
• New business start-ups looking to place products in your stores.
• Great opportunity to network with like-minded industry colleagues and source
exciting products for your business.
• Practical workshops on the day.
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What’s Ireland
buying?

Peugeot Ireland is reporting strong growth in new car sales, driven by sales of their SUV range

In the last issue of Forecourt News, we reported the resurgence in
sales of petrol cars, and the latest new car registrations data shows
that the trend away from diesel towards petrol is continuing. In
the first half of 2018, diesel cars accounted for 55.47% of total
new registrations, down from 66.02% in the first half of 2017.
Petrol cars accounted for 38.02% of the total, up from 30.24%
in the first half of 2017. Petrol electric hybrids accounted for
5.4% of the total, up from 3.15% in the first half of 2017.
529 electric cars were registered in the first half of the year,
which is 41.4% higher than the first half of 2017.

Whether it’s the Tucson or Qashqai on top, the fact remains that
like our European neighbours, our preferences are changing from
traditional hatchbacks and saloons, to SUVs and crossovers. While
hatchbacks and saloons still make up just under 50% of the new
car market - and the likes of the Volkswagen Golf, Ford Focus and
Skoda Octavia remain among Ireland’s bestselling cars - sales of
these vehicles are shrinking year on year.
And with SUVs already showing over 34% growth this year, it
would appear that this is where buyers are going. Manufacturers
are responding with more and more new SUV models, particularly
among the B- and C-segment.

On a lighter note, grey is the most popular car colour in Ireland
in 2018, followed by black and white.
Interestingly, there has been a significant
increase in the number of orange cars
registered in 2018, up over 200%!

The Hyundai Tucson remains a bestseller in Ireland

represent a decline of 4.8% on the total number of cars registered in
Ireland in 2017. In contrast, the used import market is expected to
grow by around 12% in 2018 to reach 104,660 cars.

Sales of SUVs, petrol cars and hybrids show growth amidst the
backdrop of a contracting new car market in Ireland in 2018, writes
Caroline Kidd.
In August, the Society of the Irish Motor
Industry (SIMI) released their Second
Quarterly Motor Review prepared
by economist Jim Power. The report
gives an overview and analysis of the
new car market in Ireland in the first
six months of 2018. It highlights that
despite Ireland’s economic indicators
pointing towards an expanding economy
with consumer spending continuing to
improve steadily, the depreciation in the
value of sterling since the end of 2015
has made life more difficult for the Irish
motor trade.

Industry experts cite used
car imports from the UK
as the reason for falling
sales of new cars here. Total
new car registrations for
this year are already being
forecast at around 125,000,
which would represent a
decline of 4.8% on the total
number of cars registered in
Ireland in 2017.

Yet it’s not all doom and gloom and there
are still plenty of new cars being bought
here, with sales of SUVs, petrol cars and
hybrids showing the most growth in the
first half of 2018. Volkswagen, Toyota,
Hyundai, Ford and Nissan hold the lion’s
share in sales of new passenger cars and
together these brands accounted for
46.29% of new car registrations in the
first six months of 2018.

2018 has also seen a tussle between the
Hyundai Tucson and the Nissan Qashqai
for the title of Ireland’s bestselling
car. The Nissan Qashqai was Ireland’s
bestselling car up to the end of June 2018, but the Tucson recovered
some ground in July to overtake the Qashqai, and by the time you
read this there could be a change at the top again!

Industry experts cite used car imports from the UK as the reason
for falling sales of new cars here. Total new car registrations for
this year are already being forecast at around 125,000, which would
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Looking forward to the second half of
2018, the SIMI report predicts that the
economic fundamentals that underpin
new car registrations look set to remain
positive, but continued strong growth in
used imports will continue to undermine
new car sales. Typically new car registrations
dwindle towards the end of the year anyway,
but with plenty of new models on the way
between now and the end of the year, the new
191 registration plate is already in sight.
Sales of orange cars, like this Volkswagen Polo, have increased this year

Caroline Kidd is a motoring journalist and
jury member for Irish Car of the Year.
She is the editor of Changing Lanes,
one of Ireland’s leading motoring blogs.
Visit her blog at www.changinglanes.ie

One brand riding the current wave of interest in SUVs is Peugeot. The
French brand recorded the strongest growth in the Irish new car
market at +53% for the first six months of 2018. Peugeot Ireland
contributes sales of their Peugeot 2008, 3008 and 5008 SUVs to the
brand’s change in fortunes.
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Is your brush-wash or j-wash
looking tried and jaded?
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INVESTING IN FORECOURTS THROUG HOUT IRELAND
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Our additised fuel designed
to take you further. Calculate
your savings at www.circlek.ie

Air-Serv Ireland can replace at no cost
to you, utilize your existing wash bay
area by removing your old equipment
and replacing with a new Buy-time
Jet-wash at no capital cost
,maintenances,breakdown and parts all

The miles products have been tested in accordance with strictly defined methods and procedures such as NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) and WLTC (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycles) driving cycles for the determination of emissions and fuel consumption from light-duty vehicles on several types of engines. miles
performance was tested and verified by BOSMAL Automotive Research & Development Institute. Up to 3% improved fuel efficiency in diesel and petrol engines. A saving of up to 4cpl was calculated based on the average Topaz and Circle K pump price in our company owned chain as at 15.08.2018. The average Topaz and Circle K petrol
pump price of EUR1.46 per litre*3% = 4.40cpl & the average Topaz and Circle K diesel pump price of EUR1.36 per litre*3% = 4.09cpl

covered in by the Air-Serv revenue plan.

After

Call Dessie J Aughey to carry out a site survey 00447801285613 • e-mail: dessie.aughey@air-serv.co.uk
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Drive offs - not just
an Irish problem
We have issued forms to assist IPRA Members. The drive off form
can be presented to the Garda asking them to follow up the incident
as a theft crime. The inability to pay form is a useful aide to have at
the till. These can be requested from the IPRA office or downloaded
at www.ipra.ie/forms.

There were signs of the
phenomenon known as the
‘drive off’’ diminishing in
the last few years as fuel
prices receded but with
consumer income levels
only starting to recover
and increasing fuel costs
once again we are getting
disturbing reports that these
cases are on the rise again.

Pneumatic Cash
Delivery System
TUBES CONCEALED IN WALLS OR CEILING VOIDS

IT ONLY TAKES A MOMENT
TO SECURE YOUR CASH
AND YOUR PEACE OF MIND

So, back to Western Australia. A small company has successfully
introduced high quality cameras on forecourts that scan every
number plate instantly and check it against a list of bad debtors. The
station owner will see on the computer a warning if a recognised
number is scanned and this allows them to not release the pump
until pre-payment has been made.

Technically classed as “no
method of payment” this situation arises when a car arrives at a
retail station and either accidentally or purposely does not pay for
the fuel. There are genuine cases where the driver has forgotten to
pay for their fuel but an increasing number of cases are deliberate
with the vehicle and driver leaving the forecourt without entering
the garage shop.

Of course, this only works if there is a network of filling stations all
using the system and feeding in offending driver details. The system
has worked well in Western Australia with the company claiming that
they can offer rapid installation with set-up costs recovered within
months and seamless integration with pump operator workflow.

JUST A SIMPLE 1-2-3
1. Put the money in a pod
2. Insert the pod into the tube
3. Press the button

The IPRA is in discussions with the company to offer the service
and technology to our Members in 2019.

The car is the second largest capital outlay for a consumer after a
mortgage and the weekly outlay for a commuter will typically be
somewhere between €60 - €90.

We believe that if we don’t get collective action on this issue, the
problem will get worse and retailers will continue to lose significant
amounts of money every year to blatant theft. This should not be
tolerated in the twenty-first century. Look out for further information
in Members update later this year.

The problem is not unique to Ireland. This problem is evident
right across the World. In Western Australia for example, there
are over 100,000 drive offs each year with an annual cost of $6M
Aus. Surprisingly, it is in Western Australia where two enterprising
Irishmen have pioneered a solution to the problem and IPRA are in
discussions with them to see if the technological solution could be
repeated in Ireland.

FIRE PROTECTION INSTALLED WHEN REQUIRED

STATION
INSTALLED
TO YOUR
PREFERENCE

h
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Your cash is then quickly and
securely delivered to the safe

DON’T WALK AROUND WITH
YOUR CASH

So what is the answer?
IPRA has met with the Garda and Government Ministers
seeking advice and guidance on how to tackle the problem.
Our members continue to report these incidents as thefts but
with a limited response from the Garda and minimal conviction
rate.

CHUTE IT!

PATENTED
BRAKING
DEVICE

SAFE IN
OFFICE

We asked senior Government officials for access to the driver
database to enable us to chase offenders and ask them to make
payment before taking to court as they do successfully in the UK.
We were refused access to the database due to ‘data protection
issues’.
We believe there is a severe lack of understanding of the size and scale
of this problem within Government. This problem will not go away
and if not tackled will continue to increase and reduce the profitability
of the retailer. This ultimately hits the consumer as the retailer has to
increase his costs to cover the bad debts and loss from drive offs.

Free 24 Hour Telephone Support

www.safelink.ie
8

17 Balbriggan Business Park
Balbriggan, Co. Dublin, Ireland

Phone: +353 1 841 3005

Unit L1
Baldonnell Business Park
Dublin 22
D22 H295
Ireland

T. (01) 461 9800
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Doing the basics on a continuous basis can
help reduce your Insurance Liability Claims

Doing the basics on a continuous
basis can help reduce
these areas be cordoned off. Items of Stock such as Flowers and
Solid Fuel that are normally kept on the Forecourt should be stored
your Insurance Liability
Claims
in a tidy manner. They should never form an obstacle that will

One of the major challenges facing Petrol Retailers from an
Insurance Perspective is to eliminate potential Slip, Trip and Fall
Accidents that could happen on your Forecourt or Shop Floor. Many
people are injured every year in Slip, Trip and Fall Type Accidents
in One
Filling
Stations
however many
of these
couldfrom
be prevented
if
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major challenges
facing Petrol
Retailers
an Insurance
simple
guidelines
are adhered
to. Slip, Trip and Fall Accidents that could
Perspective
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could be prevented
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to. This can
to Petrol
and should
form part
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daily
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be achieved by putting together a Risk Management Programme for
Elimination of potential Hazards should be of paramount importance to Petrol
certain
areas
yourform
Premises
needroutine.
to be This
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the daily
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the type
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safe
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alike:
in order to make your site a safe place for Customers and Employees alike:
• Exits: All exits should be clear of any obstacles and adequately lit.
- Exits: All exits should be clear of any obstacles and adequately lit. If there
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also be clearly
- Spillage Procedure: If there is a spillage in any of the flooring areas there
marked.
should be a procedure in place to ensure that all spills are cleaned up
• Spillage Procedure: If there is a spillage in any of the flooring
immediately.
areas
there should
be a procedure
placeintothe
ensure
that should
all spills
- Forecourt:
Any uneven
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Forecourt
be
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up
immediately.
repaired. A significant amount of Slip, Trip and Fall accidents that occur on
ForecourtsAny
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a result
of this. or
If there
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possible
these
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ofifSlip,
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that occur on forecourts are as a result of this. If there is a delay in
repairing such hazards it would be recommended that if possible

inhibit people from entering or exiting your premises.
• off.
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addition toclaim
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the guidelines
above
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there
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event
of
an incident
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insurance
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Insurance
point insurance
of view Insurance
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From an Insurance point of view Insurance Companies may look more
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premium
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Management perspective. We firmly believe in trying to assist our clients in
perspective. We firmly believe in trying to assist our clients in
improving their Risk Management thus reducing premium costs.
improving their Risk Management thus reducing premium costs.
Should you wish to obtain an Insurance Quotation or are in need of some
Insurance
related
advice
contact
Gearoid Fitzgerald
on 086-8969234
Should you
wish
toplease
obtain
an Insurance
Quotation
or are in
or
021-4270505
visit us at www.arachas.ie.
need
of someorInsurance
related advice please contact Gearoid
Fitzgerald on 086 896 9234 or 021 427 0505 or visit us at
www.arachas.ie.

The Petrol Retailer cover you have been waiting for.
One phone call could help you get the
right insurance at the right price...
• Better cover at a lower price
• Flexible Payment Options
POLICY BENEFITS

• Material Damage All Risks Cover
• Pollution Cover Option Available

Call: 01 213 5000
Email: insure@arachas.ie
Click: www.arachas.ie

• Employers Public and Products
Liability Cover
• Hold Up, Cash and Wrongful
Arrest Cover

DEDICATED TEAM
Mick Cremin
Mob: 087 794 3987

Balrath, Navan, Co. Meath, Ireland

E: info@ballymagarvey.ie T: +353 41 982 5959 W: www.ballymagarvey.ie

• Cover for Seasonal Increase in
Stock included as standard

Gearoid Fitzgerald
Mob: 086 896 9234

• Unlimited Glass Cover

Dublin

Cork

South East

Arachas
The Courtyard, Carmanhall Road,
Sandyford Business Estate,
Dublin 18.

Arachas
9 Eastgate Avenue,
Eastgate Business Park, Little Island,
Cork.

Arachas
Marine Point, Belview,
Waterford.

Arachas Corporate Brokers Limited trading as Arachas, Capital IM is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland
The above benefits and options are subject to the standard policy terms, conditions, limits and exclusions and a copy of these are available on request
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Revolution at
Roadside in
Ballyvolane

trade customers. This significant forecourt investment demonstrates
our continued growth and commitment as a leading Irish fuel and
home heating oil provider and we look forward to investing further
in key locations across Ireland.”

Earlier this year, Top Oil, one of Ireland’s leading fuel services
providers, officially opened its latest forecourt, Ballyvolane, Cork.
It took a little over 8 months to complete the knock down and
rebuild of this 3 acre site on the west side of Ballyhooly Rd, close to
the junction with the North Ring road in Cork.

The new 24-hour forecourt at Ballyvolane offers its customers a
wide variety of services. Top Oil’s new food concept Wolf &
Pickle is setting the new standard for on the go dining in Ireland.
The ‘revolution at roadside’ debuted at Ballyvolane, Cork with a
highly crafted design concept and food and drink offer that is set to
revitalise road-weary travellers.

The new multi-million-euro investment employs over 80 people,
from the surrounding area in North Cork bringing a wide range
of local amenities and providing an economic boost to the Cork
area. This forecourt is the latest location for Top Oil in Cork, and
is evidence of the continued progress for Top Oil’s retail division
Top Sirio.

Preferring to partner with local over international operators, the Wolf
& Pickle Food Hall at Ballyvolane has the ever-popular SuperMac’s
and Papa John’s Pizza and the dynamic Asian restaurant chain
Peking. As coffee is a vital part of the ‘on the go’ offer, the company

Gerard Boylan, Group Chief Executive, Top Oil, said; “Top Oil
is committed to investing in key locations across Ireland such as
Ballyvolane, and providing high quality service to our retail and
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Trevor O’Reilly, Chief Executive, Sirio, commented: “Our design
partners have far exceeded our expectations when it comes to the
finished product. Housed in a 5000sq ft
art-deco style building, W&P Food Hall
“Our design partners
offers a unique setting in which to eat
The Wolf and Pickle Food Hall features
have far exceeded our
and relax. We offer in excess of 70 seats
a mix of self-service and serve-assist
delicious hot and cold food, salads and expectations when it comes in a bright and fun setting. Wifi is freely
to the finished product”
available, with charging and USB points
drinks. The food offer has been very
available throughout. In addition, our
carefully considered to meet the needs of
any type of customer who visits, and any appetite. The Gourmet research told us our customers want better rest-room facilities. So,
Sandwich and Salad Range features over 30 exciting combinations, we decided to be brave and invest in what we believe is a muchall made fresh in-store using fabulous recipes and amazing breads. overlooked experience. This will be one of our unique selling points
The Food Hall welcomes daily commuters, day-trippers, families, in future, creating destinations of choice. This is our Revolution at
business people, buses, tourists and anyone in need of a rejuvenating Roadside”.
break whilst they travel.
is also delighted to announce that it has its own brand Wolf & Pickle
coffee with its own bean, hand-roasted by award winning artisan
coffee roastery, Bell Lane.
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‘Concrete’ Evidence of
a Better Solution for
Tank and Void Space
Filling’
Having launched in Ireland last
year, Ancorra Environmental
Services’ foam injection unit
has proven a popular service,
offering an alternative solution
to the temporary or permanent
filling of tank and void spaces.
The use of resin generated
foam, with it’s lightweight and
proven hydrocarbon absorbing
properties, has been applauded
by both industry and enforcers,
as having significant advantages
over traditional methods of tank
filling, such as the use of cement
slurry or sand.
Often the use of innovative and enhanced products attract a
premium price but the beneficial properties of the material results in
significant cost savings to the customer, including;
• Savings for transport - a single wagon can deliver up to 250
cubic metres of hard foam compared to 25 wagon loads required
to deliver the same volume of concrete. This provides direct
significant cost savings in transport and indirectly by reducing
operational down time as often the site can continue to operate.

we also have internal procedures in place as part of our management
systems, we believe they are the best placed to train and advise
on the correct and optimal use of their product, thus ensuring the
highest standards for our customers.’

• Savings for cleaning – Basel hardfoam has been scientifically
proven to absorb hydrocarbons and render then inert, negating
the requirement for a full tank clean to gas free standard prior
to filling. The tank just needs to be ‘optimally empty’ which can
often be achieved without man entry.

Ancorra are delighted to offer foam filling as part of their full
range of forecourt maintenance services, including; interceptor
cleaning, integrity testing and remedial works, tank, drain and gully
cleaning, including the provision of fully trained confined space
entry operatives, high pressure jetting, fuel transfers, grade changes
and fuel polishing, car wash cleaning, emergency spill response and
waste management.

• Savings for onward disposal - Hard foam weighs just 22kg/m3,
resulting in significantly reduced disposal costs if the tank has to
be removed for site redevelopment.

Christopher Evans, who operates from Ancorra’s base in Dublin,
explains, ‘we are proud of our fleet of vehicles which includes Pet
Reg ADR Vacuum tankers, rigid and articulated, a multi pot tanker,
vans and of course, the foaming unit. The livery is bright green so
they should be hard to miss!’

• Savings for tank re-use - unlike concrete, hardfoam can be
removed to enable the tank to be re-used if required.
Ancorra’s Business Development Director, Christopher Evans,
stated, ‘Ancorra Environmental source high quality approved Basel
hard foam product from a reputable manufacturer in Europe. As part
of the supply agreement we pay to send our operatives abroad to
their site, to receive training direct from the manufacturer. Whilst

If you would like to find out more about foam filling, or any of
Ancorra’s services, then please contact Christopher Evans at
christopher@ancorra.ie or 01 633 0002 / 087 165 0576.
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Has dieselgate put
Irish motorists off
diesel?

Has the VW scandal affected our thirst for diesel? It is hard to say at
this time as the data for 2018 imports is only available for the first
seven months of this year. As Caroline Kidd points out in her article
sales of SUVs, petrol cars and hybrids are showing the most growth
in the first half of 2018 but ironically, the National Oil Reserves
Agency (NORA) statistics show that in
the first half of 2018 we imported c.1.7bn
IPRA has written to
litres of diesel compared to c.1.6bn in
2017! (Total diesel fuel imported in 2017
the Finance Minister
was 3.24bn litres with a further 167M
suggesting it would be
litres of biofuel in motor diesel).

The furore over the dieselgate scandal has died down; VW was fined
one billion euros by German prosecutors and Stuttgart (Daimler’s
home town) is introducing a ban on diesel cars across the city from
2019. Indeed, bans already exist for diesel cars in some roads in
Hamburg and Frankfurt is looking at a ban on older diesels next
year.
France is getting in on the act too with the
introduction of ‘Environmental Zones@.
Since July 2017, vehicles must be equipped
with the Crit’Air badge, which is necessary
for accessing the constantly increasing
French environmental zones. The badge
distinguishes older from newer vehicles
and it shall also gradually exclude EURO
emission standards 0 to 5 from cities such
as Paris, Strasbourg, Grenoble and Lyon.

folly to increase duties as
oil spikes past $80/barrel
as it will hit the consumer
in the pocket and reduce
commercial activity.

Does that indicate that we still love the
diesel car in Ireland or is the data skewed
(plus c.100M litres) as economic activity
has increased and more diesel is used for
transport and the commercial sector?

We will know more by the end of the year when the full statistics
can be compared against previous year’s data but one thing is for
sure, there are thousands of older diesel cars in Ireland and the push
to reduce nitrogen oxide emissions is high on every Government’s
agenda. You should expect some mandate from Government in the
not too distant future to have your older diesel car retrofitted with
some hardware to reduce the NOx emissions or it will be banned
from city centres in an attempt to reduce pollution.

So, what is happening in Ireland; will your 1995 TDi be excluded
from Dublin City Centre in the very near future? I personally wouldn’t
rule it out but think this is a few years away yet as we grapple with the
Governments pledge to have all cars zero emission by 2030 and the
huge cost needed to upgrade the electricity distribution network and
install charging points...however, they could start to make it difficult
for diesel drivers by increasing the duty on diesel fuel in this years
budget. IPRA has written to the Finance Minister suggesting it would
be folly to increase duties as oil spikes past $80/barrel as it will hit the
consumer in the pocket and reduce commercial activity.
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Freshford, Co. Kilkenny
have a brand new Inver
Forecourt

enabled us to work on different sections within the store with growth
still very much on the table,’said Martin Lynch

Paul said ‘We are delighted with our new Inver forecourt. We went
through very extensive research as the fuel element was new to us.
We worked with Ben Lenihan, Inver’s Retail Director as we really
liked Inver’s branding and the comprehensive nature of their entire
offering. Throughout this whole process Inver were always honest and
straightforward and obviously their price was very competitive.’

Ben Lenihan, Inver’s Retail Director says, ‘we are delighted to welcome
Paul, Thomas and Martin to the Inver forecourt family. Freshford
was a great project to collaborate on. It was exciting to construct a
new forecourt in the village and it has turned out to be a wonderful
forecourt.

The well-stocked Mace shop enhances the forecourt, offering a full
range of products. It has an in-store bakery that provides customers with
fresh daily baked bread which is proving to be
very popular with the local community. The
ice cream parlour with scoop and whipped
ice-cream was exceptionally popular this
summer and of course the weather was ideal
for this.
lifestyles and people are ‘on the go’ more now between work, family
and their social life.

The picturesque village of Freshford is enjoying all the benefits of
a new Inver forecourt and Mace store. Built on the site of a derelict
forecourt on Kilkenny Street this impressive new forecourt opened in
October 2017 and offers the local community a large array of services
previously unavailable in the locality.

When we saw Freshford, we could see the potential of this great site
and felt we could perfectly combine our grocery experience from Old
Leighlin with a new forecourt. Freshford is a great village and we knew
we could provide a variety of much needed services to the community. ‘

Freshford’s Inver Service Station and Mace shop is a family run
business, operated by brothers Paul, Thomas and Martin Lynch. The
three brothers have a strong family connection to retail. Their parents
operated a shop in Old Leighlin and was ‘literally part of our home
during our childhood’ said Thomas Lynch.

Freshford’s Inver service station provides services that are normally
enjoyed on larger forecourts. Villagers and passing motorists are
delighted with access to so many needed amenities. The forecourt
offers ample space to allow easy entry and exit on and off the site.
There are 5 well-spaced fuel pumps, providing customers comfort to
fuel and safely pass one another on the forecourt. HGV (Heavy Goods
Vehicles), air and water, a carwash, an ATM and toilet facilities are also
on site for customers.

Paul Lynch stated, ‘We opened our new forecourt in Freshford as
we were looking to expand the family business. We wanted to test
ourselves within the industry and open a forecourt in conjunction with
a supermarket, something we had not done before. We wanted to enter
the forecourt market as we could see the changes happening in Irish
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The Lynch family have shown their
commitment to the Freshford community,
hiring all their staff from the local hinterland.
Staff have local knowledge and take great
pride in their customer service. They greet
their customers with a friendly smile, taking
time to chat and joke with their customers.
Lynch’s Freshford places a strong emphasis
in doing the basic things very well and this
certainly shows when you visit the forecourt
and shop.

The café/deli section serves hot and cold food
daily and there is a very comfortable seating
area for the customers to dine and meet
each other. A wide range of fresh salads,
sandwiches, wraps, and fruit are available
for purchase in the grab-and-go fridge for
customers in a hurry.

Ben notes, ‘Inver and the Lynch family have
a shared ethos in commitment to our local
communities. We were delighted that ‘The Freshford playground
committee’ was nominated by Paul as Freshford’s 2018 Inver Leading
Lights nominee. Inver was delighted to sponsor the local community’s
state-of-the art playground for the 190 children in the village.

Paul notes, ‘thankfully the business started well from the beginning.
The forecourt and shop serve our local customers but also the 8,000
commuters that pass daily on this busy Kilkenny route, making the
forecourt an ideal place to stop and fill up.’

The Lynch Family and the Freshford Forecourt are wonderful additions
to our growing Inver forecourt network. We look forward to working
with them and continuing to build their business. We wish them every
success’.

‘A big highlight for our family is the reaction of the local people in the
area. Customers regularly tell us they are delighted to have this site in
their locality. Our launch was a big success and very well attended by
the local community. So far it has been an enjoyable challenge that has
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is there still a role
for the large trade
show gathering asks
IPRA?
With most businesses now exhibiting 24/7 on Facebook/Twitter
and through websites and other social media is there still a
role for the large trade show gathering asks IPRA?
“For exhibitors, there is a clear link
between brand exposure and business
growth – trade shows are a very important
way to showcase existing and new
products to clients. You only have to look
at the quotes from last year’s show to see
the value to exhibitors who attended”,
added David;
“We found the event very good for us.
At least 15 good leads to follow up on.”
Orla Mattingley, SeaChange
“Very happy with the event. Our first
venture into the fuel retail market and
we exceeded our sales expectations with
7 opening orders.”
Kevin Power, Liffey Distribution;
Thanks so much for the opportunity to
exhibit. The venue was fine and the times
were good. If the two contacts work out
for me then it will be well worth it.”
Louise Murphy, CYC LOK

This is often a question we are asked when promoting the IPRA
retailers exhibition. The show is now in its 3rd year it has grown
into an essential must-attend event in the fuel retailers’ calendar!

“The venue & timing of the show was excellent I have to say”.
We met a lot of people and got a lot of leads to follow up as
regards new business.”
Liam Dunne, Stafford Fuels

There’s even more to see and do at next year’s event, along with
the usual great opportunities to network with like-minded industry
colleagues and see new and exciting products for your business.

The IPRA Fuel Retailers Exhibition will be held on Thursday 14th
March 2019 in the Citywest Hotel and Conference Centre, Dublin.
This event will be attended by local, national and multinational oil
companies, suppliers to the retail trade, food companies, service
providers, financial and insurance sector and many more.

David Blevings, Media Spokesperson for IPRA said, “The answer
is yes. In the age of personalisation, a marketing strategy needs to
combine elements from both online and offline initiatives to ensure
the human side of business is preserved. Trade shows are important
for face to face marketing, establishing trust with prospective
customers and building on those relationships. Up close and personal
is still the best way to conduct business. Body language, instant
feedback and mutual trust all stem from the one to one contact that
so many business owners prefer”.

As the economy moves forward again we see more investment in
retail sites. They have moved from being fuel providers to mini (and
sometimes maxi) retail and service providers with dry cleaning, car
wash/valet, café/restaurant/off licence taking a prominent role and
fuel perhaps taking a back seat.
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From air provision to insurance, new food ideas to car washing
and fuel measurement to rates advice, it’s all available under one
roof. Many exhibitors report doing business at the show and said
the format and setup meant a relaxed atmosphere to meet existing
and new customers!

As we see more hybrids and electric vehicles taking to the roads,
this change will rapidly increase and new technology/services will
make an appearance at retail sites.
The recent announcement by Government that all new passenger
cars are to be zero emission vehicles by 2030 poses a threat and yet
an opportunity for forecourts to provide rapid charging facilities and
associated food/grocery and ancillary services.

“Make sure you put Thursday 14th March 2019 in your diary and
plan to attend, said David. The show is free, and you can register
your interest for an exhibition stand or attendance at http://ipra.ie/
ipra-fuel-retailers-exhibition/”

To survive and thrive, diversification is the name of the game. A
move to increase the grocery/food and ancillary options are key
strategies being employed by retailers today and our show will offer
a chance for you to meet and greet exhibitors offering everything
the modern station requires.

Further information see:
http://ipra.ie/ipra-fuel-retailers-exhibition/
or call IPRA on 01 210 3894 or email office@ipra.ie
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There will be
trouble ahead!
Never miss the action on markets with the

New OMJ
Smartphone App
The new OMJ Smartphone service
enables clients to access a wide range
of prices, news and weather while on
the move using their smartphone.

Key features include:

Over 5,000 oil and forex price options
are available and the service can be
customised for each user inline with
their specific requirements.

Platts closing price assessments
Dow Jones and OMJ news
5 day local weather for your locations

Intraday and settlement futures prices
Intraday and settlement forex prices

Telephone

+44 (0) 28 6632 9999

Request a
free trial

Email

info@the-omj.com

and into Iraq, Syria and Lebanon to the north of Saudi Arabia. As a
result, the Iranians are able to influence a large portion of the Middle
East both on land and at sea. The Mediterranean is within reach of
Iranian forces in Lebanon, Iran’s coastal water includes the Persian
Gulf, the Straits of Hormuz and the Gulf of Oman. Yemen’s coastal
waters include access in the Red Sea, all providing friction points.
Therefore the White House under President Trump is starting to
take notice.
Fears over Iran are not without foundation and over the last few
months Iranian backed rebels in Yemen have regularly fired
missiles at Saudi oil assets both on land and at sea. With the US
Administration under pressure from its key allies in the region –
Saudi Arabia and Israel, the “hawks” in the White House have had
no problem convincing President Trump to take decisive action.
After the blunder of the Iraqi War in 2003 the U.S. has switched
from major deployments of military assets to using economic
weapons having realised it has considerable power over both
global finance and trade. As a result major sanctions on Iran are
being introduced. The first round in August 2018 were designed to
prevent Iran accessing US Dollars in the global financial system.
The second round which takes effect in November 2018 is aimed at
reducing Iranian crude exports to zero and forcing a policy change
by the Iranian’s.

Live Rotterdam refined product prices

14 day European weather

Find out more:

Oil prices look set to increase further over the next year due
to a tighter outlook for global supply and demand along with
increased risks in the Middle East.

the-omj.com/evenbetter

Strong Economic Growth Boosting Demand
With the global economy posting solid growth, oil demand is also
increasing. According to recent forecasts from Credit Suisse GDP
growth for 2019 will be 6.2% China, 2.5% for the United States,
2.0% for the European Union and 1.0% for Japan. Although these
growth rates are all set to be lower than expected in 2018 the net
result is still solid oil demand growth. In fact, global oil demand is
forecast to reach 102.38 million barrels per day (m bpd) in Q4 2019,
up 5.3m bpd from Q1 2017.

The big losers will not only be the Iranian regime but also global
oil consumers. Iran will lose out on valuable export revenue on
which it is dependent and global oil consumers will have to pay a
much higher price for oil as the supply / demand balance is tipped
the wrong direction.

During the same period global oil supply is set to increase to 102.3m
bpd in Q4 2019 from 96.81m bpd in Q1 2017, a forecast increase
of 5.49m bpd. This implies that global oil supply is just about
matching demand. However, the supply / demand balance is very
tight and there is no room for error! This means that any unplanned
outage of supply such as an oil workers’ strike or unrest in an OPEC
nation could have a major impact on prices. Then of course there
are planned outages of supply and the pending sanctions on Iranian
crude exports is a major planned outage of supply!

However, President Trump has a “trump card” and if the price of
oil spikes to $100/b we expect him to release a large amount of oil,
perhaps as much as 80mb from the US emergency reserves. This
would ease the pressure on global oil prices…for a while!
The Oil Market Journal provides oil buyers including service
stations operators and oil distributors with daily and weekly
analysis of developments affecting oil prices. For a free trial
telephone +44 28 6632 9999, email: sales@the-omj.com or request
a free trial online at www.the-omj.com/evenbetter

Iranian Aggression is a Growing Problem
Over the last number of years Iran has used oil revenues…the
“petro-dollar” to finance aggression in the Middle East. It has
expanded its sphere of influence to Yemen, south of Saudi Arabia,
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Unauthorised car
wash – update
accordance with Section 4 and 16 of the Local Government (Water
Pollution) Acts of 1977 - now referred to as a Section 16 discharge
licence. These used to be issued by the local authority. However
since 2014 and the commencement of Irish Water (IW) this has
become one of their functions. On meeting a query from us, most
local authorities advise that they refer the matter on to their contact
in Irish Water who deals with same and we get no response from the
authority on the issue of a valid licence and no response from Irish
Water and the merry go round continues...

The recent exceptional dry spell and the prospect of water bans
across the country brought the thorny issue of unauthorised car
washes to the fore again during the summer.

We recently met with Irish Water to express our concerns at the lack
of apparent action being taken against alleged unauthorised washes.
The IW representatives were sympathetic and gave a deputation
from ICWA time and acknowledged our concerns.

Indeed we issued a press release through the recently established
Irish Car Wash Association (ICWA) - a trade association under the
IPRA umbrella. This asked why Government and Irish Water had
not taken action against unauthorised car washes given the plethora
of washes across the country using large amounts of water daily,
with many alleged to be on a domestic supply!

We have agreed a joint approach to tackle this problem. ICWA
will provide IW with names and addresses of alleged unauthorised
washes across the country and IW will check their database to see
if a licence has been issued. If no licence has been issued, then IW
will follow up in writing and action the local authority for follow
up – this is a good first step.

It is interesting to note that the problem is not restricted to Ireland;
the issue of unregulated washes is right across the UK as well.
Indeed, the Chair of the Environmental Audit Committee, Mary
Creagh MP was recently quoted on the launch of an investigation
into unauthorised washes in GB, “on the environmental side,
the focus will be on examining how the industry is regulated in
comparison with automatic car washes and whether providers could
be using water more sustainably and doing more to prevent waste
water, as well as dirt, oil and other contaminants, polluting rivers,
streams and ground water”.

ICWA has suggested going further. We want a registration or
mandatory licensing scheme for ALL car washes across the country.
This option would increase compliance in this sector with all sites
requiring a licence/registration certificate to trade. This would
cover valid planning, licence to discharge effluent, public liability
insurance and a tax clearance certificate from Revenue.
To move this forwards we will be seeking Irish Waters’ continued
support to work together to develop and roll out a joint media
campaign for authorised washes and lobby Government for a
mandatory licensing regime.

Ms Creagh said she wanted to know whether companies were
complying with rules requiring Environment Agency permits, how
they were disposing of chemicals and if there were alternatives
to highly intensive agents. It is a great pity that we do not have
a Government Minister who is prepared to call for the same
investigation in Ireland.

We also are suggesting a joint working committee made up of
both ICWA and Irish Water representatives to review how better
IW can work with local Councils, Revenue, EPA and other parties
to ensure the car wash trade is compliant with current regulations,
look to introduce incentives for rain water harvesting and encourage
recycling to ensure the water is not wasted.

However, we continue to lobby Ministers, TD’s and local councilors
on this issue and report washes to local councils for planning and
waste disposal infringements each month with mixed results.
Some Councils take a proactive role against planning and effluent
infringements, others do not prioritise same but the main problem
we run into is the liaison and lack of communication between local
Councils’ and Irish Water.

In tandem with this activity we have a car wash website
www.irishcarwash.ie, the site will be populated with promoting
member sites to the consumer. Members can register their
compliant Washes on the site. The cost is only €50 plus Vat annual
admin and registration fee.
A partnership approach is the way to tackle this problem and
following our meeting with Irish Water we are confident that we
have a plan to ‘clean up’ this sector and introduce a level playing
field for all involved in the car wash sector.

As any car wash operator will be aware, any effluent discharge
to waters and sewers, with a few exceptions, requires a licence in
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‘Forecourts for the Future’
When your development needs our expertise,
we’re ready!
If you’re thinking of redeveloping your site,
retail space or forecourt, please give us a call to
discuss your requirements.

Our Services

No matter how big or small your project is,
PABIA Consulting has the technical expertise
to meet your design, planning, engineering,
project management and construction
management needs.

• Design

We provide a wide-ranging consultancy service,
in a professional, personal and economic
manner.

• Fire Safety Certificates

Our dedicated team have proven track records
of delivering successful projects in the
Commercial, Petro-Chemical and Retail sectors.

• Site Suitability
• Feasibility
• Expert Witness
• Legal Mapping
• Planning (Application & Consultation)
• Project Management
• Disability Access Certificates
• Dangerous Substances Act Consultancy

PABIA Consulting

We're not just a 'professional service' …
we'll be your trusted business partner - Always.

© 2018 All rights reserved. PABIA Consulting Ltd.

Engineering, Planning and Design Consultants
1G North Valley Business Centre,
Mallow Road, Cork, T23 KH74
(021) 242 8890
info@pabia.ie
www.pabia.ie
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Changes you can
make to eat Healthy
a never ending process but it can be broken. How about instead
of feeding into (pun intended) dieting culture, you quit. Leave the
“I’ll start Monday lifestyle” behind. Dieting culture is so ingrained
in who we are, this move away from it will be difficult but it is the
most freeing and healthiest move you will make in your life.

Looking for ways to eat healthier
but finding it difficult? Here are
simple changes that you can
make to incorporate healthy
eating into your lifestyle.

With these small changes you are slowly making the change to a
healthier lifestyle. With a better relationship with food.

Snack Options

Why not try some of these changes:

LUNCH
Instead of this

Top tips for making small changes for a healthier lifestyle.

Eating healthy has almost become
a sport, it can be overwhelming to keep up. So much so, that it can
be easier to sometimes not try at all than to not be perfect. Instead of
trying to be a “perfect healthy eater” why not try it your way.

Yes it might be easier to pick up the usual go to snacks, especially
when tired. There are always healthy options in stores you just have
to find them.

1. EAT FOR
THE INSIDE
NOT OUTSIDE

The small changes are the ones that
make the big changes last

Or up your water intake by
adding these

Start small, start slow and stay consistent.

1. EAT FOR

You may have read many articles like this before, “ How to curb
your cravings” “How to stick to your diet”. This is different. This is
a realistic article for Real people.

1. Eat for the inside not the
outside.
The reasons diets don’t work
THE
INSIDE
are because they focusNOT
on the
negatives
OUTSIDE not the positives. Eating
for weight loss and appearance
2. DRINKalone
AS isn’t enough. Eat to feel
good, energised and healthy.
1. EAT FOR

MUCH WATER
THE
INSIDE
AS
YOU
CAN
NOT OUTSIDE

The best and most effective way to have consistent healthy eating is
to ditch the diets. Forever. Yes you heard right. We encourage people
to wave goodbye to diet culture as you know it. The term “diet” is
now known as a restrictive weight loss tool usually temporary or
with a deadline. There are hundreds of these diets and they all yield
the same pattern and results. You start the newest diet, of coarse
on a Monday right? You can only start diets on a Monday. (Please
Note if you slip up on said diet midweek, you must abandon all diet
rules and wait until the following Monday to start again. The next
Monday rolls around, the first few days are going great, but then
you start to feel restricted, you dread meetings because of food, you
are feeling weak, you start to make Friday mistakes on a Monday.
Your cravings have now gotten the best of you.

2.

THE
“YO YO”
CYCLE OF
DIETING

PUT WEIGHT
BACK ON

2. DRINK AS
MUCH WATER
AS YOU CAN
3. MODERATION
2. DRINK AS
NOT
MUCH WATER
ELIMINATION
Drink as much water AS
as you
can.
Have a bottle of water with
YOU
CAN

(Try me in sparkling water)
Eating healthy is about making as many good choices a day as you
can. It is about looking around stores for healthier alternatives and
allowing yourself to have treats in moderation. As the small changes
build up the healthier options seem easier to make.

you at all times and sip throughout the day. Add some fruit for
flavour.
3. MODERATION

NOT
ELIMINATION

GO ON A DIET
FEEL MISERABLE
& HEAVY AGAIN

Try This

3. MODERATION
NOT
ELIMINATION

DEPRIVE YOURSELF
& LOSE WEIGHT

3. Moderation not Elimination. Diets make you feel restricted.
You tell yourself you can’t eat something and its all you will
think of so change how you eat, what you love. Find a healthier
alternative or eat it in smaller moderated amounts. For example
It is much better to have a small bit of chocolate throughout the
week than to restrict then binge eat a large amount. With these
small changes you are slowly making the change to a healthier
lifestyle. With a better relationship with food.

END DIET & REVERT TO
PRE-DIET EATING
HABITS

Does this sound familiar? If yes you are part of a big group stuck
in the cycle of dieting. I have been there too and it may seem like
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Card Fox- Can You Afford Not To Check The
Competitiveness of Your Payment Solution?
effecting both oil distributors and forecourt operators as cashless Ireland
progresses. When interviewed on the effect of merchant account charges
on the fuel industry he said “It is always challenging when margins
are extremely tight on the sale of fuel/convenience products yet card
usage and transaction costs only appear to be increasing in the market.
I have known this pain from my own experience in the fuel business
so I understand what service station operators/oil distributors are going
through. It is vital to ensure that the business is correctly aligned with the
most suitable and most economic payment solution as possible and Card
Fox is here to work on the client’s side and in the client’s best interest
to achieve that goal. Card Fox attended the Federation of Petroleum
Suppliers Annual Show in Liverpool earlier in 2018 and look forward to
exhibiting at the Irish Petrol Retailers Association Expo in March 2019with our extensive knowledge of both industries we have assisted many
clients in dramatically reducing costs, in some cases by over €20,000
per annum and look forward to continuing to help fuel businesses in
the future. Card Fox is here to act as a professional independent advisor
where you can have your solution audited, annually checked for pricing
consistency and competitiveness against the market and as a sounding
board/consultant with any queries going forward into the future.”

With the worldwide desire for cashless societies and a merchant services
market shift from cents per transaction to percentage of payment
in recent years there has been an explosion of costs associated with
accepting debit and credit cards as payment method. In an industry
such as petroleum this now sees many IPRA members staring down the
barrel of massive monthly costs just for the simple pleasure of getting
paid. These costs have a significant knock on effect on the bottom line
of an industry with historically low margins and in many cases merchant
account charges can now be greater than the annual insurance cost of
the business. Can you really afford to continue to pay such large fees
without independently checking the competitiveness of your current
solution?

IRELAND’S ONLY FULLY INDEPENDENT
MERCHANT SERVICES CONSULTANTS
AND BROKERS

Your merchant account has lots of different card types, all at different
rates, perhaps interchange, scheme fees, non-secure extra charges,
premium charges, PCI charges, authorisation charges and lord knows
how many other charging columns?
Being offered all sorts of deals from various Banks and sales agents?
Which one will produce the best result for you? Will lower charges
really make any positive difference if the settlement terms are slower
than your current deal?

For those IPRA members whom also operate as distributors/wholesalers
it is very important to note that the forecourt business (where average
transactions are typically €25/€40) requires a far different payments
solution/pricing mechanism than the distribution arm of your business
(where the average transaction value is €300-€500 and far more
commercial cards may be experienced). One size may fit all but Card
Fox can mathematically prove that bespoke designed solutions will
always deliver the lowest cost results. In the experience of Card Fox
over 50% of clients are on the wrong schedule and a simple amendment
can immediately trigger a 10%-15% saving even before any other
renegotiation. A full Card Fox independent audit delves down at a micro
level into each individual card type, average transaction value, and
overall blend of payments to professionally recommend amendments
which do not always require a provider switch.

Confused? Do you just look at what you are paying & file away the
statement? Enter- Card Fox!

Have your existing payments solution independently audited.
Savings and improvements can be negotiated for 95%
of businesses.
Reduce your transaction charges without always having to
switch provider.
Are there pricing errors on your account? You may be due a refund
or compensation.
If your account is priced using Interchange+ you should have it
checked immediately.
Recent audits have yielded between €2,000 - €25,000 annual
savings for IPRA Members.

NO SAVING - NO FEE
Card Fox Works On Behalf Of Your Business - Not Any Bank
PHONE (01) 536 3263 | EMAIL info@cardfox.ie | cardfox.ie

Card Fox is Ireland’s ONLY fully independent merchant services
consultancy and brokerage. Previously in the merchant services market
whom could any business turn to for professional advice? The Banks?
ISO’s who may proclaim savings but only if you switch provider? All
vested interested parties whose primary aim is to maximise profitability
on your account.
Card Fox holds a unique position in the market:
• Fully independent of Acquiring Banks
• Working on behalf of each business to reduce the Banks
margins/charges (the cost price of each transaction is set by Visa/
MasterCard- Card Fox has this knowledge)
• Independently auditing each client’s account to ensure no charging
errors (particularly on Interchange++ accounts) as you may be
entitled to a refund and/or compensation
• Uniquely negotiate savings on behalf of clients WITHOUT the
need to always switch provider
• Next business day full gross settlement of funds mandatory in all
negotiations
• Integrated till systems, Fuel Cards, Bill Pay? No problem Card
Fox can still assist you
• Part of Fuel or Grocery Suppliers Scheme? No problem Card Fox
can still improve it

For any business currently on Interchange++ pricing (this mechanism
became available on the market in 2016) Card Fox strongly recommends
that you should have an audit completed immediately for pricing errors
e.g. incorrectly calculated Interchange or Scheme Fees as you may be
entitled to a refund/compensation. With the volumes transacted within
the fuel industry a very fractional error can compute to quite a large
refund owed so you may be due a windfall.
Card Fox does not seek to sell IPRA members any extra service but
instead professionally assist all members in purchasing their existing
payment solution on the best possible terms often without the need to
switch provider or replace equipment. Other Bank’s directly or ISO’s
may purport to offer savings but to access these mythical figures they
insist you must switch to them and how often are far away hills not as
green as painted? At Card Fox if no saving can be achieved then no fee
is payable so what have you got to lose? Contact Card Fox today at
01-5363263 or info@cardfox.ie to have your merchant account auditedcan you afford to pay more than is necessary? We didn’t think so!

Card Fox CEO Tom Galway has extensive knowledge of both the
merchant services market but also in the petroleum industry having been
involved in the financial management of his family business as Texaco/
Valero distributors in Co Wexford; a business which was originally
established in 1985. Mr. Galway is acutely aware of the factors
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0.8%

0.2%

A Safety Culture
4.70%
SeaChange in
6.90%
H2 Group

2.9%

Current Safety Challenges in the
Forecourt Retail Sector

SeaChange Overview and Philosophy

6.60%
5.50%
4.30%
4.90%

50.60%
5.70%

 SPF (housekeeping)
 Manual Handling / stretch / Overstretch
 Falling Stock
 Equipment Fault
 Combi Use
 Cut / Laceration
 Wrongful Arrest / Defamation
 Food Safety Issue

 Impact / Crush
 Chemicals
 Abuse (on staff / security / contractors)
 Product Fault
 Burn
 Electric Shock
 Other (unknown)

NOTE: These averaged figures are a representative sample of quantifiable data made
available over 5 years and reflect the wider retail market.

In today’s forecourt retail sector, it is especially prudent to ensure
that operational risk is managed to the highest standard and that a
positive safety culture is first established, and then maintained over
the long term. Numerous factors have coincided to result in what
is currently an extremely challenging forecourt retail environment
to effectively manage risk and exposure. Five of these factors are
outlined below:

The H2 Group Approach to managing Health &
Safety risk
H2 Group was established in 2004 with a mission to own and
operate a network of award winning Spar Convenience Stores
and Service Stations in Ireland. H2 Group is achieving this by
developing new sites and also by improving underperforming retail
forecourt operations often tailoring the shops to suit the community
concerned. H2 Group has a proven track record in operating and
developing petrol filling stations and maximizing sales and profit
per site and has won numerous industry awards over the past 10
years. H2 Group has recently been announced as a winner of the
Deloitte Best Managed Company Awards.

1. Ireland is one of the most litigious countries in the EU, with
frequency of claims & cost of claims rising year-on-year.
2. Large variation in court judgements result in new precedents and
an ever-increasing ‘payment ceiling’ effect.
3. Because of an existing loophole that is not being addressed,
claimants can avoid the Injuries Board and claim through private
solicitors, thereby dramatically increasing costs for insurers and
directly impacting insurance premiums .

H2 Group has always been concerned with safety standards for their
stakeholders and have placed a significant emphasis on providing
a safe place to work and to shop for staff and customers alike. As
with most proactive retail operations H2 Group knew that a ‘tick
the box’ approach to H&S was not going to work effectively. They
understood that to establish a lasting safety culture within the group
it would be very important to focus on four core principles:

4. Preventive safety measures are not sufficiently implemented
within retail business operations to support the defence of certain
claims.
5. In general, there is a lack of ownership and accountability on the
part of the employer, the employee and the customer for their
own personal safety and risk awareness.

7. Connect the Safety Message to Operations through Interactive
& Engaging Systems, and Behaviour-based Routines

6. When considering effective management of risk in the forecourt
retail sector, it is important to be aware that a) forecourt retail is a
hazardous and risky environment, and b) many forecourt retailers
are unaware of their legal requirement to manage safety risk in
their business. The forecourt retail space is highly dynamic with
multiple hazards leading to risk in a number of different areas on
a daily basis. Recent research examining the factors that lead to
claims in the retail sector across a significant sample demonstrates
that slip, trip & fall is responsible for 50.6% of all claims within
the sector (both public & employee liability).

8. Upskill Site Management and Front-Line Management on ‘How
to Lead Safety Standards in the Forecourt Retail Environment’
9. Put in place a robust auditing structure that can benchmark the
safety culture performance of each individual site within the
group and provide a league table of group-wide performance

Some key risk areas needing to be addressed proactively in the
forecourt retail sector include:
D. Cuts and Lacerations
A. Slip, Trip & Fall
E. Equipment Use (e.g. Combis)
B. Fire and Explosion
F. Defamation and Wrongful Arresst
C. Manual Handling
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SeaChange work closely with H2 Group Operations Manager Gillian
Morris who is very proactive when it comes to risk management
and is engaged in ensuring that practical solutions take precedence
and that common sense can grow - this is critical for combatting
human error.

their experience and expertise in the field. Ultimately, H2 Group is
a grounded and practical organisation that really identified with the
common-sense approach to H&S that SeaChange provide.

5.02%

10. Continuously refresh, update and provide safety knowledge
transfer for current and new staff to ensure Applegreen Safety
Standards are to the forefront of people’s minds, despite the
inevitable churn that is part of any Forecourt Retail business
To make this best-practice vision a reality, H2 Group adopted the
proactive and behaviour-based SeaChange approach as they were
impressed with the SeaChange philosophy on Health & Safety and

SeaChange Ltd. was incorporated in 2005 and is a B2B service
provider based in Naas, Co. Kildare, Ireland. The innovative
business has a wealth of experience and expertise in Organisational
Development, Lean Management and Sustainable Risk Management.
SeaChange know that simply ‘ticking the H&S box’ will never
positively impact accident stats A talented team of 20+ highly
qualified staff at SeaChange implement internal Culture Change
programmes to help organisations more easily and more consistently
meet and exceed standards and they deliver a suite of Behaviourbased (‘staff-friendly’) Risk Management B2B solutions to support
the management of operational risk across multiple business
sectors. SeaChange solutions include SAAS applications, lean risk
management systems, interactive & visual tools, consultancy reports
and training/certification applied to increase client performance
in the areas of Safety Culture, Behaviour-Based Health & Safety,
Risk Management, Safety Leadership Development, and H&S
Compliance with applicable legislation. SeaChange have a 98%
client retention rate in over 10 years of trading and have supported
their client base in reducing accident rates by 50%, Claim Cost by
40% and Insurance Costs by 10% (averages based on representative
cross-sectoral samples).

“The SeaChange System has increased staff risk awareness, H&S
standards and staff training on best practice safety management
across our large group. The visual risk assessments, proactive safety
management tools and client portal has ensured we have a robust
risk management system and partnership going forward and most
importantly, we have connected risk awareness to safer behaviours at
the operator level” Gillian Morris, Operations Manager, H2 Group.

Safety Culture Initiative Results
H2 Group has fully committed to partnering with SeaChange to
grow their safety culture over the past 2 years and have managed
to increase awareness and safety best practice across the group.
Tangible results groupwide to date include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased Safety Compliance
Increased Corrective Safety Actions
Increased Staff Awareness and Safe Behaviours
Improved Manager Safety Leadership
Increased Safety Audit Scores
Reduced Accidents / Incidents

“The H2 Group has made a significant improvement in its
awareness, understanding and management of H&S standards since
we began working with them in 2016. H2 Group management at
HQ and at site-level have really bought into the Risk Management
Programme and are leading the charge on H&S best practice. New
risk management systems always take time to evolve and become
part of the culture and daily staff behaviours, but we are seeing
this take hold within the H2 Group, and the results are reflective of
this.”. Dr. Paul Cummins, Managing Director SeaChange Ltd.

The SeaChange–H2 Group Synergy: Bespoke Safety
Culture Programme Roll-out
After meeting with H2 Group and discussing their vision and
gathering key information, SeaChange designed a bespoke rollout
based on client requirements. The bespoke deliverable ensured
that:
• H2 Group Safety Standards were established and communicated
effectively to staff.
• Site and Area managers were certified to lead safety in this sector.
• Each site received on-going support and auditing to benchmark
performance and ensure continuous improvement.

“The SeaChange partnership is a ‘One-Stop Shop’ for all of our H&S
needs. The interactive and visual system plus SeaChange’s expert
audits and account management has led our group to experience
reduced accidents, claims and insurance premium rates across
our group of petrol forecourt retail stores. We recently received a
significant reduction in our insurance premium rates based on our
performance in the SeaChange SABRE™ Annual Audit which
positions and benchmarks how good Safety Culture is on site” Sean
Heaphy, Managing Director, H2 Group.

The SeaChange Programme designed for H2 Group is outlined below:
11. Site-Specific Risk Assessments: a SeaChange expert conducted
site-specific risk assessments to identify good practices,
effective behaviours and corrective actions so that each site has
a road-map for improvement aligned to their own site.
12. Job Safety Awareness (JSA™) Creation: As 75% of people learn
best through visuals as opposed to text, SeaChange created an
interactive ‘H2 Group-specific’ JSA™ Pack of Visual Risk
Assessments and Safety SOPs to connect operations to safety
standards in their local areas.

In conclusion H2 Group has moved to a proactive place by investing
in safety culture systems and consultancy through SeaChange.
H2 group is always focused on continuous improvement from an
operations perspective and adopt innovative solutions that lead to
real change. Safety culture is a moving feast, and the evolution is
never-ending but H2 Group is leading the way in the petrol forecourt
retail space and are reaping the rewards as a result in terms of
increased staff awareness, reduced accidents and managed claims/
insurance premium rates.

13. Manager Training and Certification: SeaChange experts trained
and certified all site managers and areas managers on how to
effectively lead behaviour-based safety on site through the
SeaChange system tools, routines and supports.
14. On-Going Support for Continuous Improvement: each site
was set up on the SeaChange Client Portal so that SeaChange
could remotely monitor performance on a site by site basis.
SeaChange also provide a support visit and an annual audit per
site to effectively benchmark each site on their safety culture
standing and performance.
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F O R E C O U R T & R E TA I L N E W S

Jonesco produces practical,
stylish and weather resistant fire
safety products, ideal for use on a
Petrol Forecourt

FIRE BOX
ORIGINAL MARKET LEADING DESIGN

Jonesco is a leading UK manufacturer of rotationally moulded products. For the last 50 years we
have manufactured reliable and durable products into a variety of industries. Our product range
includes mudguards, toolboxes, fire extinguisher boxes and spill containment equipment.
Utilising our extensive research and development facilities and working directly with our
distributor base in the fire safety market, we have developed a range of fire safety products with
many advantages over the current versions that are available in the market.

Jonesco Firekart, the ideal replacement for your corroded fire
extinguisher trolley
Made from non-corroding polyethylene the Jonesco Firekart is ideal for use on petrol forecourts.
The unit is easy to manoeuvre as it has an optimised centre of gravity, enabling it to be pulled,
pushed and moved up and down steps easily, even when fully loaded.
Rotomoulded polyethylene is a durable material helping it resist knocks/bangs and also the
elements. As it does not rust the Firekart will be a longer lasting replacement to a metal fire
extinguisher trolley.
The Firekart can be customised to suit many requirements. There is space on the unit for a sand
bucket and an alarm or labelling that you may wish to add. Whilst the standard colour is red,
many other colour options are available (subject to minimum order quantities). This means the
Firekart can blend in with any company branding or colours you may have.

Jonesco Firebox, the ideal replacement for your leaky fire
extinguisher box
The original market leading design, our fire extinguisher boxes can be wall mounted and are
available in single and double versions. With an automotive grade rubber seal, they keep the
weather out and can remain dry inside for many, many years. Our boxes come complete with
easy-open toggle latches, and for the more security conscious we offer break glass and alarm
options too.

FIREKART
INNOVATIVE MOBILE FIRE POINT

They are ideal for use on a petrol forecourt, easily mountable and our boxes can be either left or
right opening and just like our Firekart, they will not rust!

Jonesco – leading the way in rotationally moulded products
We have been developing and supplying fire safety products into the industry for many years,
not just into UK and Irish markets but also around the world. This means we have an extensive
range of products aimed at helping you comply with fire safety legislation. In addition to the
Firekart and Firebox our full range of fire safety products includes; fire extinguisher cabinets
and stands, hose reel cabinets and grit bins.
Several years ago, we extended our range into the environmental market. We now have an
extensive range of spill containment products, essential for use when storing oil and chemicals,
including AdBlue. This includes oil drum trays/funnels, spill trays, spill pallets, IBC spill pallets
and bunded work floors.
Please visit our website or speak to our representative at the show to discover the full range of
products that we offer. Our extensive range is manufactured in Preston, Lancashire and we sell
throughout the UK and Ireland and to over 50 countries worldwide.

+44 (0) 1772 706888
sales@jonesco-plastics.com

Jonesco, Pitman Way, Fulwood, Preston PR2 9ZD
Tel: 01772 706888 | www.jonesco-plastics.com

www.jonesco-plastics.com
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Is your forecourt ready
to take advantage of
increasing demand for
Adblue?

European Adblue®
demand will continue
to
rise!– The fast growing
AdBlue

Euroblue has a solution to suit.

®

market in the diesel industry

• Bulk storage solutions
• Retro Fit tanks and dispensing options
• Truck and car compatible
• Complete range of packed options
• Point of sales promotional stands
• 1.5L and 3.5L non-spill options suitable
for all cars
• 5L,10L 20L for light commercials
and trucks

Using AdBlue®

AdBlue is stored in a separate tank to the diesel. The filling cap
is usually found in one of three places depending on car model.
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Using a sub-quality DEF will have the same effect over a period
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It is clear that AdBlue is a rapidly growing market and is here
to stay with 80% of all new European diesel passenger cars
from 2016 onwards coming equipped with SCR Technology.
The AdBlue market is already well established within the
Decreased
Diesel
DEF Injected into
DEF Tank
agricultural, haulage and transport industry and it is expected to
Levels of EGR
Particulate Filter
Exhaust Steam
grow exponentially in the passenger car sector over the coming
years. It is expected that total usage of AdBlue® will more than
triple by the year 2025, with European Consumption increasing
to over 6 billion liters annually.

What is AdBlue ?

The future of AdBlue

WHY CHOOSE EUROBLUE:
Quality Guaranteed:
As a fully licenced and audited VDA Approved
manufacturer of AdBlue®, All EuroBlue
AdBlue® is produced to ISO 22241 standard
and independently tested prior to release.
Every batch is fully traceable and is backed
up by a full certificate of analysis.
Complete Range:
Whether its bulk loads or an emergency pack
for your car, EuroBlue offers the complete
range of AdBlue® Products.
With its fleet of bulk tankers and next day
delivery service for all packed options,
EuroBlue has the Adblue solution to suit all
customers.
Service and experience:
Renowned as “Easy to do business with” the
team at EuroBlue are always ready to help
with any queries or problems you may have.

DEF Decomposes into Ammonia
& Mixes with Exhaust Gases
including N0x

Catalyst Converts Ammonia/N0x Mix
to Nirogen and Water

AdBlue®
CONTACT US:
Key
Points

EuroBlue Ltd. Ballybrennan, Clonroche, Wexford,Ireland.
T: +353 53 9247134 E: info@euroblue.ie www.euroblue.ie

T: +353 53 9247134 E: info@euroblue.ie
www.euroblue.ie

• 85% of new diesel cars using Adblue

• European Adblue usage to exceed 6 Billion Litres by 2025
• EU emission regulations continue to drive use of SCR Technology
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Unit T 5, Tougher Business
Park, Newhall, Naas,
Co. Kildare, Ireland
086 811 5605
eamonn@salescare.eu.com
www.salescare.eu
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